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一、 中文摘要

在條件性羅吉特模型中，存在兩
類型的群體效果。第一類為結構性群
體效果。在具有結構性群體效果的模
型中，屬於特定群體的個人們分享一
些共同的構成成分。另一類被本文稱
為選擇項的群體效果。當一個選擇
項，例如區位，的特性並不因個人而
改變時，本文稱之為群體類的選擇
項。此兩種群體效果會導致傳統估計
的標準差被低估而效果的顯著性被高
估。為了避免此估計偏差，本文提出
一個替代性的兩階段估計方法。經由
比較各種替代估計值的表現，本文發
現在處理群體效果時兩階段估計方法
較傳統條件性羅吉特模型優越。

關鍵詞：條件性羅吉特模型，結構性
群體效果，選擇項的群體效果

Abstract
There are two types of group

effects in the conditional logit model.
One is structural group effects.  In the
model with structural group effects,
individuals belonging to a given group
share a common component in the

specification of a conditional mean.
The other is alternative-side group effect.
The alternatives of a choice are called
group-type alternatives when some
attributes of the given alternative- for
example, a given location - do not vary
across individuals.  Due to both group
effects, the significance degree of the
estimated effects of variables could be
overestimated because the standard
errors are underestimated.  In order to
avoid the problem of underestimating
standard errors, the paper proposes a two
stage estimation technique for this type
of specification.  I conduct a
comparison of the performance of
alternative estimators, and find that the
two-stage estimator is superior - both in
terms of estimation and inference- to the
conditional logit estimator.

Keywords: Conditional logit model,
structural group effect, alternative-side
group effect

二、 Motivation and Purpose
The group effects, linear or

nonlinear regression model has become
increasingly popular in applied research.
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Researchers often have to fit regression
models to micro data that are randomly
drawn from populations with a grouped
structure.  In this class of models,
individuals belonging to a given group-
for example, a given regional location or
industry or ethnic - share a common
component.  When explanatory
variable data are drawn from a
population with grouped structure, the
regression errors are often correlated
within group.   Moulton(1986)
investigates the consequences of
inappropriately using OLS estimation in
the presence of random group effects.
His principal findings are that the
unadjusted OLS standard errors often
have a substantial downward bias,
suggesting a considerable danger of
spurious regression.  Borjas and
Sueyoshi(1994) extends the existing
analysis of the linear regression model
to the probit specification.  By
paralleling Amemiya’s (1978) two-stage
estimator for the linear specification,
they develop a two-stage estimator for
individual and group parameters.  In
the first stage, they estimate the probit
model pooling the observations across
groups, but accounts for common effects
by including group-specific intercepts.
In the second stage, they fits the
estimated group-specific intercepts to
group-level variables, employing GLS
techniques to correct for nonspherical
errors.  They conclude the two-stage
estimator is superior to traditional
estimators for the probit specification

with structural group effects.
Logit model is another statistical

technique for the analysis of discrete
choices.  For choice decisions
involving three or more alternatives, the
multinomial logit technique is used
more often than the probit model
because of computational difficulties.
The conditional logit model, developed
by McFadden(1973), is appropriate for a
class of models in which a choice among
alternatives is treated as a function of the
characteristics of the alternatives, rather
than (or in addition to) the
characteristics of the individual making
the choice.  The model, in which a
choice among alternatives is treated as a
function of characteristics of both
alternatives and individuals, is also
called “mixed logit model”.  It is less
well known and seldom used. (Hoffman
and Duncan, 1988).   However, I
believe both conditional logit model and
mixed logit model will be increasingly
popular in applied social science
researches.  Since the mixed logit
model belongs to a broader class of the
conditional logit model, we will only
use the term “conditional logit model” in
this paper in order to avoid confusion.

There do not exist, to my
knowledge, the analysis for the
conditional logit models which is
applicable to structural group effects.
In addition to the structural group effect,
there is another type of group effect
related to the conditional logit model.
In this paper it is called “alternative-side
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group effects”.  If alternatives are
grouping factors- for example,
geographical locations-, the
characteristics of the alternative may not
vary across individuals.  For instance,
people in the same location face the
same weather condition.  We call this
type of alternative as the “group type
alternative”.   This type of group effect
has not attracted attention, but it is
getting important particularly in the
conditional logit specification.  Would
the conditional logit specification
underestimate the standard errors if
these group effects exist?  Are there
alternative techniques for the conditional
logit specification with group effects?
The purpose of this paper is to answer
these questions.

三、 Results and Discussion
The paper proves that the

estimated standard errors using the
conditional logit model can be
underestimated if either structural group
effect or alternative side group effect
exist.  In order to avoid the problem of
underestimating standard errors, this
paper proposes a two-stage estimation to
substitute for the conditional logit
specification with group effects.  For
structural group effect, we propose the
first stage estimates a conditional logit
with fixed group effects; the second
stage fits these estimated fixed group
effects to the group level characteristics
using GLS estimation.  For alternative-
side group effect, we propose to estimate

a multinomial logit with fixed
alternative effects in the first stage and
then regress these estimated fixed
alternative effects on the attributes of
alternative employing GLS technique in
the second stage.  For both structural
group effect and alternative side group
effect, we can estimate a multinomial
logit with both fixed group effect and
fixed alternative effect in the first stage.
In the second stage, we can use two
regression models.  The first one is to
regress the estimated fixed group effect
on the group level characteristics and the
other is to regress the estimated fixed
alternative effect on the attributes of
alternative.

We find that the two-stage
estimation technique would add the
estimator variance for the group dummy
variable from the first stage to the
variance matrix for the residual in the
second stage.  This can solve or
improve the problem of underestimating
standard errors caused by using the
conditional logit model.  Therefore, we
believe the two stage estimator is
superior to conditional logit estimator in
terms of dealing with group effects.

四、 Self-evaluation
The main contribution of the

paper is that we define the so-called
“alternative-side group effect” and we
propose the alternative techniques for
the conditional logit specification with
various group effects.
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